
Sinuous horizontal paths. Topographic adaptation to the environment, parallel to the most 
favourable slope

High density traffi c. Alternative road for high capacity traffi c, pedestrian-friendly town centre

Perpendicular paths. New mobility infrastructure to ‘sew’ horizontal paths. 
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New weekdays activity. Training center (agriculture) and University (sustainable energy)

Temporality

Compared to the past, the world around us today is extremely different. It is so much so that we need to make an effort so that archi-
tecture and urban planning can get partially rid of that ‘totalitarian’ modern burden, and of those ideas that were created on a blank 
sheet. We need to do this is in order to get to be able to make a bold, daring architecture, but which is similar -and sibling- to the world 
where we live in, and the world of our ancestors. Therefore, this is about recovering the lost ‘zeit geist’ (the spirit of time) and fi nding 
purpose, which can be understood as the necessary agenda and the ‘desideratum’ of today’s architectural trends.

Land, productivity, habitability, deseasonalisation

The landscape within the study and performance setting comes as the result of different productive activities carried out over time, 
inherited or imported gradually, that tend to be concentrated at Rødberg or outsourced. That is the reason for this project idea. How-
ever, local requirements and demands have also been a key factor, adjusting to them and to the natural and built morphology of the 
area itself.
Natural elements carve the land (steep topography, on a hill slope), and the perimeter line of the lake created by the dam make Rødberg 
revolve around sinusoidal lines, parallel to the most favourable slope, and to the abovementioned sheet of water.
The project retakes these unifying traces of local identity and it uses its strategic location in order to rethink productivity in town, to-
gether with a new proposed frame perpendicular to it, with which it will coexist. This will be of a smaller length, but it will have great 
conceptual and practical signifi cance because it serves as an additional mobility element that fi nishes sewing the territory’s two main 
directions, and therefore the town.
A second built element will be added to this frame. This second element is inspired by the high-voltage pylons dominating the current 
landscape, hence granting it an attractive and appealing formal expression. This is a series of towers conformed with a visible metallic 
structure -of different heights- placed strategically on the land as elements that create productivity and habitability.

These towers will be located perpendicular to the slope of the specifi c plot of land where they are based, and their footprint comes as a result of a statisti-
cal study on the surfaces of existing constructions. From there, a specifi c footprint has been extracted, which keeps a close proportional relation with the 
surrounding built environment.
The towers will be understood as a sort of multipurpose naked skeleton, where different constructed subelements will be introduced, which will offer a wide 
variety of uses and services. They will be materialised by means of prefabricated wooden drawers of different dimensions, airy glass walls or simply railings 
that will defi ne a musing open space with views over the lake and the mountain.
They will be connected by walkways that will follow the abovementioned cross-sectional traces, in an organic and respectful way with regard to the existing 
elements (both constructed and natural). This is a true aerial ‘promenade architecturale’. Also, we are looking for a continuous and fl uid spatiality, in a way 
to glorify a landscape aesthetic experience caused during that pedestrian route, which can be adjusted to any type to user.
As for the existing vegetation, we need to respect it totally, put it on the spotlight and extend it, in a controlled way, from the northern slope to more naked 
areas but close to the lake/dam. The species used at all times are the native ones, the ones that belong to the site, which are resistant to the region’s weather 
conditions.
Hence, this is productivity being tied to the landscape, but almost without settling in it, in a decidedly respectful and organic way, thus generating a new 
strategy of local production that, a priori, escapes from what is traditional. Still, it ultimately connects with it in a rational, direct and tangible way in economic 
and social terms.
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MAIN STREET   
01- Main street
03- Urban garden
18- Hiking and nature information centre
19- Temporary housing
20- Coworking and meeting space
21- Exhibition space, pop-up stores
22- Temporary housing

SCIENCE CENTRE
02- Science centre square 
03- Urban garden
04- Science centre
05- Administrative building of 
      agriculture training center
06- Agriculture training center
07- Leisure area
08- Green path railway
17- Cafeteria and restaurant

ENERGY COMPETENCY CENTRE
09- Energy square
10- Student centre
11- R&D Energy centre
12- Sustainable energy university

FOOD PROCESSING PLANT
13- Petrol station and bus stop
14- Electric parking area
15- Food processing plant
16- High density traffi c
23- Visitor reception centre
24- Organic Market

General Axonometry

Tower typology

Tower option Type 4

Tower option Type 2

Tower option Type 3

Tower option Type 1

Productivity + habitability

The project introduces productivity in town using the complementary landscape that has been created. We are boosting different activities through areas that are meant for: the use of domestic cultivation 
and local products; we place value on devices to produce energy; workshops, R+D centres and spaces for teaching (university and vocational training) related to agriculture, energy; areas for craftsmen; 
cultural exhibition sites; and areas for small and hotel businesses. Moreover, we are adding equipments, alternative mobility systems and outdoor spaces that are mainly linked to nature.

We are looking for a 24-hour, mixed, inclusive, collaborative town, which generates travel in the local area and promotes synergies among the different activities that are being carried out. For this, we 
have opted for strategically combining productive spaces with the space available and homes throughout the territory. The towers and the existing empty buildings are used as new containers for use, 
placing value in its appeal and architectural potential in these last ones.

We try to tie people to the area and also serve Rødberg’s tourist potential, in a compensated and balanced way throughout all the fi eld of action. For this, we suggest homes that allow different tempo-
ralities, thus being useful for tourists, sports people, students, permanent residents, etc.

Mobility

The intervention suggests a diversion of the road traffi c from the main route connecting Rødberg with other neighbouring towns, thus removing traffi c from the town centre. The access to the town 
centre will be possible only for a limited period of time and is restricted by considerations related to service, maintenance and habitability. Traffi c will be stopped by the bridge connecting both riversides. 

We recover the rail tracks, but turning them into a pleasant pedestrian footpath. 

Finally, maximise the use of the lake created by the dam. New platforms will be set at the shore. These will serve as: swimming areas, space for fi lm screenings and celebrations of different festivities, 
space to host vessels of different kinds, etc. A pedestrian path will be created over the sheet of water, mere centimetres from the same. 
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Rødberg. 'THE Z PRODUCER'. 

Compared to the past, the world around us today is extremely different. It is so much so that we need to make an 

effort so that architecture and urban planning can get partially rid of that 'totalitarian' modern burden, and of those 

ideas that were created on a blank sheet. We need to do this is in order to get to be able to make a bold, daring 

architecture, but which is similar -and sibling- to the world where we live in, and the world of our ancestors. Therefore, 

this is about recovering the lost 'zeit geist' (the spirit of time) and finding purpose, which can be understood as the 

necessary agenda and the 'desideratum' of today's architectural trends. 
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Land, productivity, habitability, deseasonalisation 

The landscape within the study and performance setting comes as the result of different productive activities carried 

out over time, inherited or imported gradually, that tend to be concentrated at Rødberg or outsourced. That is the 

reason for this project idea. However, local requirements and demands have also been a key factor, adjusting to them 

and to the natural and built morphology of the area itself. 

Natural elements carve the land (steep topography, on a hill slope), and the perimeter line of the lake created by the 

dam make Rødberg revolve around sinusoidal lines, parallel to the most favourable slope, and to the abovementioned 

sheet of water. 

The project retakes these unifying traces of local identity and it uses its strategic location in order to rethink 

productivity in town, together with a new proposed frame perpendicular to it, with which it will coexist. This will be of a 

smaller length, but it will have great conceptual and practical significance because it serves as an additional mobility 

element that finishes sewing the territory's two main directions, and therefore the town. 

A second built element will be added to this frame. This second element is inspired by the high-voltage pylons 

dominating the current landscape, hence granting it an attractive and appealing formal expression. This is a series of 

towers conformed with a visible metallic structure -of different heights- placed strategically on the land as elements 

that create productivity and habitability. 

These towers will be located perpendicular to the slope of the specific plot of land where they are based, and their 

footprint comes as a result of a statistical study on the surfaces of existing constructions. From there, a specific 

footprint has been extracted, which keeps a close proportional relation with the surrounding built environment. 

The towers will be understood as a sort of multipurpose naked skeleton, where different constructed subelements will 

be introduced, which will offer a wide variety of uses and services. They will be materialised by means of prefabricated 

wooden drawers of different dimensions, airy glass walls or simply railings that will define a musing open space with 

views over the lake and the mountain. 

They will be connected by walkways that will follow the abovementioned cross-sectional traces, in an organic and 

respectful way with regard to the existing elements (both constructed and natural). This is a true aerial 'promenade 

architecturale'. Also, we are looking for a continuous and fluid spatiality, in a way to glorify a landscape aesthetic 

experience caused during that pedestrian route, which can be adjusted to any type to user. 

As for the existing vegetation, we need to respect it totally, put it on the spotlight and extend it, in a controlled way, 

from the northern slope to more naked areas but close to the lake/dam. The species used at all times are the native 

ones, the ones that belong to the site, which are resistant to the region's weather conditions. 

Hence, this is productivity being tied to the landscape, but almost without settling in it, in a decidedly respectful and 

organic way, thus generating a new strategy of local production that, a priori, escapes from what is traditional. Still, it 

ultimately connects with it in a rational, direct and tangible way in economic and social terms. 
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Productivity + habitability 

The project introduces productivity in town using the complementary landscape that has been created. We are 

boosting different activities through areas that are meant for: the use of domestic cultivation and local products; we 

place value on devices to produce energy; workshops, R+D centres and spaces for teaching (university and 

vocational training) related to agriculture, energy, metallic manufacturing and maintenance/repair work; areas for 

craftsmen; cultural exhibition sites; and areas for small and hotel businesses. Moreover, we are adding equipments, 

alternative mobility systems and outdoor spaces (that keep using the land, as usual, as a catalyst for fairs and events) 

that are mainly linked to nature. 

We are looking for a 24-hour, mixed, inclusive, collaborative town, which generates travel in the local area and 

promotes synergies among the different activities that are being carried out. For this, we have opted for strategically 

combining productive spaces with the space available and homes throughout the territory, in an optimal way with 

regard to the existing services, offers and uses. The towers and the existing empty buildings are used as new 

containers for use, placing value in its appeal and architectural potential in these last ones. 

We try to tie people to the area and also serve Rødberg's tourist potential, in a compensated and balanced way 

throughout all the field of action. For this, at a habitability level, we suggest homes that allow different temporalities, 

thus being useful for tourists, sports people, students, permanent residents, etc, as well as different typologies that 

are able to adapt depending on the user. 
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Mobility 

The intervention suggests a diversion of the road traffic from the main route connecting Rødberg with other 

neighbouring towns, thus removing traffic from the town centre. The access to the town centre will be possible only 

for a limited period of time and is restricted by considerations related to service, maintenance and habitability. For this, 

traffic will be stopped by the bridge connecting both riversides. The road will be extended from this point, throughout 

the southern area, in a longitudinal way and parallel to the river. Finally, it will join the other riverside thanks to a new 

bridge built upstream. 

We also aim to recover the rail tracks, but turning them into a pleasant pedestrian footpath, with small actions at a 

landscape level that enrich it and bestow it on areas of occasional stay and rest. Like this, a pleasant continuous path 

throughout the valley would be created, connecting both river/lake banks, both physically and visually. 

Finally, this also aims to maximise the use of the lake created by the dam. New platforms will be set at the shore. 

These will serve as: swimming areas, space for film screenings and celebrations of different festivities, space to host 

vessels of different kinds, etc. In addition, a pedestrian path will be created over the sheet of water, mere centimetres 

from the same. This path will follow the abovementioned proposed sinusoidal and perpendicular traces, and end up 

connecting different points of interest around the lake perimeter, but always leaving a continuous traffic zone for 

vessels and boats, without standing in the way of its longitudinal direction. 
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